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Introduction:  Space-related science is one of the 
three favorite science topics cited by students; and the 
planet Mars has always created excitement and wonder 
in human beings.  The extremely successful Mars mis-
sions of the past decade provide a natural link and 
ready-made audience for enhancing science education.   

The Fascination of Mars:  As one of our near 
neighbors in space, and arguably the most “Earth-like” 
of the other planets in our Solar System, Mars is an 
object of interest and fascination. Both adults and chil-
dren are interested in Mars and want to hear about the 
newest research and mission results.  This self-selected 
audience has provided an opportunity to increase gen-
eral science literacy through Mars mission science. 

Using Mars Mission Science:  Over the past dec-
ade, Mars-related educational curricula, activities, 
teacher resources, and professional development pro-
grams have shown the effectiveness of using Mars to 
teach.  

K-12 students’ interest in Mars can serve as a 
“hook” to teach basic science and math; but, more than 
that – Mars can be part of an effective integrated cur-
riculum that includes national and state educational 
standards and benchmarks such as the scientific 
method, social studies (history of exploration), science 
and society, career readiness, language arts and liter-
acy, and visual arts.   

K-12 teachers can use the Mars missions and up-
to-the-minute new Mars research and data to provide a 

“real world” approach to science in the classroom.  
The general public can make a connection to real, 

on-going science through this past decade’s on-the-
ground, human-scale, rover missions, landers, and 
extremely high resolution orbiter images.   

Everyone can imagine the exploration of a new 
world and can be excited by this new wave of plane-

tary exploration.  The innovation here is that the ex-
plorers are not adventurers seeking new continents and 
new wealth, they are scientists and engineers seeking 
new scientific discoveries and knowledge. This allows 
the public to feel an unprecedented personal connec-
tion to science, and, as a corollary, enhances public 
support for high-tech, long-term planetary missions 
that are commonly perceived as costly and irrelevant to 
social problems on Earth. 

Mars Educational Programs:  NASA, ASU and 
other universities, JPL, JSC, and other research facili-
ties and contractors, and informal educational insti 
tions such as museums and centers have produced ex-
cellent educational programs, curricula, and activities 
related to the Mars missions of the past decade and 
looking ahead to future Mars missions. 

Formal Education.  Most programs designed 
to impact the formal classroom have focused on K-12 
teacher professional development in order to provide 
classroom and science teachers with the tools they 
need to make use of Mars in their teaching. It is impor-
tant to provide K-12 teachers with a resource for reli-
able information in the form of carefully designed cur-
ricula and resource materials. Expertise about both 
Mars science and educational theory is needed in order 
to sift through the abundant materials available in or-
der to provide a comprehensive, pre-selected set of 
concepts, and grade and age appropriate activities, 
while at the same time teaching the content to the 
teachers in a developmentally appropriate way.  

Two significant components of effective sci-
ence teaching at all grade levels are: (1) teachers with 
strong content background information; and (2) 
teacher self-efficacy in teaching science.  In general, 
elementary through middle school teachers do not tra-
ditionally possess either of these components and 
therefore face significant challenges in effectively 
teaching science to their students [1].  Therefore, in 
addition to curricula and activities, workshops for K-
12 teachers are important in introducing them to mis-
sion data and allowing them to experience the inquiry 
process for themselves.  Research has shown that this 
“mastery experience” will have a significant impact on 
teacher self-efficacy [2].  

 
Informal Education. A powerful and useful 

source for science information that provides a direct 
connection between planetary missions and the public 
includes museums, science centers, nature centers, 
visitors centers, and even libraries and community 
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centers. These facilities provide informal (outside of 
the formal classroom) science education and they serve 
a wide and diverse audience. In fact, they are per-
ceived by their community as trusted local sources for 
reliable science information, accessible and non-
threatening, and serving the entire community from 
pre-K through Senior Citizen, including underrepre-
sented audiences. 

Most programs offered by these facilities are 
designed to impact the general public through exhibits 
and public programming; however, these facilities also 
offer K-12 student programming and K-12 teacher 
professional development. They are particularly im-
portant for smaller communities or rural areas that may 
not have other science resources. Because of their di-
verse audience, museums and other informal science 
education facilities have a flexibility of approach in 
teaching and reaching the public that is not commonly 
found in formal educational settings. They also have a 
graphics/display expertise that allows them to present 
complicated science in easy-to-understand exhibits. 
These facilities provide a perfect link between the mis-
sion scientist and the public, and except in the case of 
NASA-related visitors centers, are frequently under-
used by planetary mission personnel.  

Recent Mars Missions Have Been Increas-
ingly Effective at Science Education: Planetary mis-
sions provide exciting science, but it can be difficult 
science for the general public to fully understand. Mis-
sions are large-scale and long-term projects that unfold 
over a long time period, during which the news media 
and the public may loose interest or forget past accom-
plishments. Data derived from planetary missions is 
presented as maps, graphics, annotated color-coded 
images, lists of chemical compositions, and 3D visu-
alizations, all of which are difficult for the non-
scientist to interpret. Planetary missions, by their very 
nature, include many different scientific disciplines, 
integration of many different types of data, and many 
different scientific “languages” used to describe new 
discoveries. The deeper connections between “sound 
bite” discoveries and solid scientific understanding are 
frequently missed by the non-scientist public. People 
are interested in planetary missions, but they do not 
always understand what it takes to do a mission, why 
we do it, how to interpret the data, and what is ulti-
mately learned. 

However, the benefit of the past decade has 
been an increase in high-resolution and human-scale 
images/data from Mars.  Rovers, landers, and high-
resolution data sets enable non-scientists to better un-
derstand what they are seeing and to feel a close con-
nection that was impossible prior to the new genera-
tion of missions. In addition, there has been an in-
crease in the technical capability of the general public 

and in K-12 institutions to view and manipulate these 
images/data.  Increased computer capability, increased 
access to websites, and the ability to view planetary 
data in near real-time makes Mars missions much more 
accessible to the general public.  The simple capability 
to view and download a cd with color, high-resolution 
Mars images has made it possible to widely distribute 
Mars mission materials/curricula to K-12 teachers. 

A Case Study in MER-related educational 
programming: An example of planetary mission-
related public programming has taken place over the 
past three years at the New Mexico Museum of Natu-
ral History and Science. The Mars Exploration Rover 
Mission (MER) has been used as the basis of a major 
exhibit (now permanent), targeted educational pro-
gramming, and an integrated curriculum for K-12 
teachers. 

The New Mexico Museum of Natural History 
and Science (NMMNHS) is a statewide institution, 
part of the New Mexico Department of Cultural Af-
fairs, and serves a regional population that includes 
38% Hispanic and 9% Native American, as well as a 
high percentage of rural communities. For space-
related topics, the NMMNHS has partnered with the 
LodeStar Astronomy Center (LodeStar), a University 
of New Mexico community outreach project with fa-
cilities and planetarium located within a wing of the 
NMMNHS.  NMMNHS/LodeStar became the local 
source in New Mexico for information about MER and 
Mars. NMMNHS/LodeStar facilitated 21 TV news 
stories (on all 5 local stations), 8 local radio inter-
views, 30 New Mexico newspaper stories, and 5 local 
magazine stories.    

NMMNHS/LodeStar partnered to create a 
unique and complete MER and Mars exhibit and, 
throughout the past three years (December 2003 
through December 2006) created and provided a com-
plete range of MER-related and Mars related outreach 
and educational programs. Many of the Mars public 
events were “standing-room only.” The Making Tracks 
on Mars exhibit has been viewed by over 450,000 visi-
tors (including 40,000 visitors in southern New Mex-
ico during its appearance as a exhibit loaned to the 
New Mexico Museum of Space History (in Alamo-
gordo, NM). It is now a permanent exhibit at the 
LodeStar Astronomy Center, and has been highlighted 
on the NASA Education Portal web site [3].  
  Mars themed educational programming (Fam-
ily Days, Public Lectures, Student Programs, Public 
Events, and K-12 Teacher Professional Development 
workshops held throughout the state) reached an addi-
tional 5000 participants.  

A curriculum entitled “Making Tracks on 
Mars Teacher Resource and Activity Guide,” available 
on CD and on the website [4], has been an outgrowth 
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of the exhibit and educational programming. Recently, 
the curriculum passed the NASA review for educa-
tional products with overall rating between Very Good 
and Outstanding and has been recommended for na-
tional distribution. 

Producing a Complete MER-Based Cur-
riculum: The “Making Tracks on Mars Teacher Re-
source and Activity Guide” is designed to enable 
teachers to use their students' interest in Mars as a 
"hook" to teach a wide variety of science topics.  
While the activities and material directly relate to 
Mars, and students will certainly learn about Mars, the 
activities themselves cross the curriculum and can be 
used to address many different content standards in 
science, and also incorporate National [5] and State of 
New Mexico standards and benchmarks in areas such 
as earth and space science, scientific inquiry, science 
and society, technological design, history and nature of 
science, language arts, fine arts, mathematics, social 
studies (history), and career readiness. Every activity 
in the Guide has been tested either in family learning 
workshops or student workshops at the museum or by 
teachers in the classroom.  Relevant National and New 
Mexico educational standards are listed for each activ-
ity.  Classroom teachers (and abstract co-authors) Joe 
Aragon and Kathy Jones not only created and tested 
activities at the middle school and elementary school 
levels respectively, but also used Mars as a cross cur-
riculum theme for every topic they taught during the 
’04-‘05 school 
year. 

The in-
formation and 
activities in this 
Guide are pre-
dominantly tar-
geted toward 
grade levels 3-9.  
Some activities are 
specifically de-
signed for younger 
or older grade 
levels, and many 
of the activities 
can be adapted for 
the complete range of K-12 grade levels; information 
on this is included in each activity.  The activities are 
designed for team or group learning by students. 
Groups of activities relating to a specific theme could 
accompany a thematic unit on a specific topic; sugges-
tions are included in the relevant activities.  Many of 
the activities could also be used for a family-day or 
science club-type learning experience, for example 
during an open house at a university or research facil-
ity, outside of the traditional formal classroom. 

While many of the activities are new, some 
have been adapted for MER from the excellent NASA 
and ASU Mars EPO Resources available on the web, 
such as the curriculum entitled “Mars Activities: 
Teacher Resources and Classroom Activities.”  Al-
though many of the activities were first developed in 
conjunction with the "Making Tracks on Mars" exhibit 
(created by NMMNHS/LodeStar), the Guide is de-
signed to be used as a "stand-alone" curriculum with-
out the exhibit, and to have a long and useful life after 
the conclusion of the Mars Exploration Rover Mission.  
Because place-based links to science have been shown 
to be extremely effective, especially with Native 
American students [6], the  Guide makes use of com-
parisons between Mars and New Mexico whenever 
possible; however, the activities in the Guide are 
adaptable to any region and can be used nationwide. 
With help from SCORE (part of NASA’s Space Mis-
sion Directorate Support Network)  in disseminating 
information about the Guide, copies have been re-
quested by teachers in Texas, Louisiana, Florida, and 
Bermuda.   

Lessons Learned: Our MER educational 
programs, K-12 curriculum, and public outreach were 
successful for the following reasons: (1) we promoted 
and emphasized the local connection (in our case a 
New Mexico scientist on the mission team and an NM 
ASIP team) to allow the public to feel connected, 
proud and involved;  (2) we met community needs and 
expanded participation by partnering with other sci-
ence education providers and school districts (our 
teacher partners included those from NM MESA, a 
statewide organization that encourages underrepre-
sented minority participation in science and engineer-
ing); (3) we created our own programs specifically 
linked to MER and used the southwest region as an 
analog to Mars, however we did not “reinvent the 
wheel”, occasionally we adapted programs and activi-
ties to MER from the abundant and excellent resources 
of NASA, JPL and ASU programs/activities related to 
prior Mars missions; (4) we utilized our resources and 
expertise (our local volunteers consisted of engineers, 
machinists, model builders so that we were able to 
build a replica of the rover and we had the resources to 
produce a one-of-a-kind exhibit); and (5) we involved 
elementary through high school classroom teachers in 
the development of our MER educational programs 
and materials (the teachers provided a bridge between  
informal and formal educational needs, knew the rele-
vant standards, benchmarks and formal requirements, 
and reached out into their school and their community 
by sharing these resources and their excitement with 
their colleagues and communities. 
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